Abstract. Apparent age estimation from face image has become relevant to an increasing amount of applications, particularly since the rise of social platforms and social media. In this paper ,we tackle the estimation of apparent age in still face images with deep convolutional neural networks (CNN).Our convolutional neural network use the GoogLeNet architecture, add batch normalization layer after each ReLU operation and remove all the dropout operations to accelerate the convergence of this very large-scale deep network. In addition, due to the limited number of apparent age annotated images, we train the deep models with several datasets in a cascaded way. Firstly, We pre-train a real age estimation model using IMDB-WIKI dataset, and then fine-tune the deep model with combined dataset with multiple real-age labeled databases .Finally, the apparent age data from the challenge are used to fine-tune the deep model parameters for apparent age estimation.
neural networks, then we study how to fine-tune the deep networks using a limited number of data with apparent age labels. Figure 1 demonstrates the general idea of the proposed method.
In our study, the apparent age data is from the ChaLearn Looking At People (LAP) challenge 2016. Using the samples by the challenge competition, we can achieve an error of 0.294835 on the final evaluation, and our result is ranked the 3rd place in this competition.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of our proposed method for apparent age estimation. Section 3 presents the databases that are used for training the deep networks. And Section 4 shows the experimental evaluations of the proposed method.
2.Proposed Method 2.1Face Preprocessing.
The face images for age estimation are preprocessed with two steps including face detection and face alignment. In face detection stage, we adopt the face detection toolkit developed by VIPL lab of CAS [12] . In training phase, Images are rotated every 10 degrees for further detection if no face is detected in the original image. The rest of images that are still not detected by rotation are not used in our approach.
Facial landmarks are important for good face recognition algorithms, especially for unconstrained face recognition problem. Based on the precise facial landmarks, one can correct the pose of face image or build pose robust face descriptors. In face alignment stage, We apply the Coarse-to-Fine Auto-Encoder Networks (CFAN) [13] to detect the five facial landmarks in the face the left and right center of the eyes, the nose tip, the left and right corner of mouth, and then perform alignment using method in [14] .The alignment results are shown in figure 1. Recently, the very large-scale deep convolutional neural network has yielded quite impressive performance in image recognition problem [5] in practice. The convolutional neural networks (CNN) have shown promising performance in age estimation. For good performance, we use the large CNN architectures with large datasets.
In our proposed method, we chose the GoogLeNet [11] , which is 22-layer deep neural network, to train our deep models. We make two modifications of the GoogLeNet. First, we remove the two auxiliary loss layers. Second, we add batch normalization layer before each ReLU operation and remove all the dropout operations to accelerate the convergence of this very large-scale deep network. Owe to the usage of batch normalization, we found it unnecessary to add two auxiliary loss layers for the purpose of avoiding vanish of gradient problem. By removing the two auxiliary loss layers, the performance is even improved slightly.
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For good performance, usually the large CNN architectures need large training datasets. However, the publicly available face image datasets are often of small to medium size, and often with real age not apparent age information .We make a good use of fine-tune. Figure 2 shows the three stages of this scheme,i.e., pre-train with large dataset of real age, fine-tune with small dataset of real age,and fine-tune with apparent age.
The first step is to pre-train the network using a large number of face images, e.g., from the IMDB-WIKI dataset [7] . In order to learn more robust and representative features by deep neural networks, in our method we expect to utilize GoogLeNet , [11] which is 22-layer deep neural network, to train our deep network. We hope that through this pre-training step, the deep network is able to capture general facial representations.
The second step for training our deep model is finetuning the network parameters using a large number of data with biological age labels. We merged multiple age databases into one training dataset, details of the databases we used is presented in Section 3.
Finally, we employ apparent age training set to fine-tune the deep network from step 2, producing a robust apparent age deep network. Literature References Age estimation can be seen as a piece-wise regression or, alternatively, as a discrete classification with multiple discrete value labels. In our work, it is a one dimensional regression problem with the age being sampled from a continuous signal ([0,100]).
For improving the accuracy of the prediction,as shown in Fig. 3 , we compute a softmax expected value based on glide window. In our case,after given the softmax probability of the 101 classes dimensional output layer,we slide a window on the 101 to find the group with max probability.Finally,we use the center of window as the expected value of age estimation. Creative Commons (CC) license. It's intended to be as true as possible to the challenges of real-world imaging conditions. In particular, it attempts to capture all the variations in appearance, noise, pose, lighting and more, that can be expected of images taken without careful preparation or posing.
However, this database doesn't have the accurate age annotation, i.e, age is annotated in a range form like 0-2, 4-6, 8-13, 15-20, 25-32, 38-43, 48-53, 60+. As we use Euclidean loss for the deep networks, in this work we transfer the range annotation into traditional single label by just taking the mean value, e.g., 28-32 is converted to 30.
3.2IMDB-WIKI dataset.
IMDB-WIKI dataset [8] is a large scale database which connected from IMDB website and Wikipedia. It took the list of the most popular 100,000 actors as listed on the IMDB website, and (automatically) crawled from their profiles birth dates, images, and annotations. By assuming that the images with single faces are likely to show the actor and that the time stamp and birth date are correct, the biological (real) age of each such image can be assigned. In total ,there are 461,871 face images from IMDB. From Wikipedia, it crawled all profile images from pages of people and filtered them according to the same criteria applied for the IMDB images. In total ,there are 62,359 images.
However, the accuracy of the assigned age information was not vouched.Besides wrong time stamps, many images are stills from movies,movies that can have extended production times. in addition,as some of the images (especially from IMDB) contain several people,the assigned mistakes were happened. For good performance in training phase, we cleaned the dataset by removing the apprently wrong assigned imges. This leaves us with 240,703 training images for our CNNs.
In this work, we use them as the training data of the first step, network pre-training, i.e., identity discriminant learning.
3.3LAP dataset.
The ChaLearn LAP dataset [11] consists of 4699 face images whice have the apparent age labels.As we know,A key difference between apparent age labels and the traditional age labels is that the apparent age labels are annotated by human assessors rather than the real chronological age.To reduce the error,each label in the dataset is the averaged opinion of at least 10 independent users. Therefore, a standard deviation σ is also provided for each age label.
However,The LAP has uneven age distribution ,which covers the 20-40 years interval best, while for the [0,15] and [65,100] intervals it suffers from small number of samples per year.In order to have even distribution samples for training ,we download some images of children and old people.
4.Experiments

4.1ICCV2016 Apparent Age Estimation Challenge.
The ICCV2016 Apparent Age Estimation Challenge aims to investigate the performance of estimation methods on apparent age rather than real age. A dataset of 4699 images is provided, each image is labeled a real number from 0 to 100 indicating the apparent age. The images are collected from two web-bases application and labeled by at least 10 different users.The ground truth is calculated with all the users' votes, where the mean age from all the votes is considered as the apparent age label.
The challenge is composed of development phase and final test phase. In the development phase, the model is trained on the training set and evaluation is conducted on the validation set. In the final test phase, both the training set and validation set can be deployed for model training. The performance is measured by mean normalized error calculated as:
where  is the error, N is the number of test samples, x is the predicted age,  is the mean age (labeled apparent age) and σ is the standard deviation.
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4.2Implementation Details.
The training of out network is implemented using the Caffe framework. we set the base learning rate as 0.01 and reduce the learning rate by polynomial with gamma value equals to 0.5. The momentum is set as 0.9 and the weight decay is set as 0.0005. All the experiments was performed on an GTX-980 GPU machine with 8GB memory.
In stage of face preprocessing,each face was aligned to 256x256.
In stage of training,we pretrain our network using IMDB-WIKI dataset, which contains about 260,000 face images. And then, we combine other datasets (Adience,FGNET ,Morph-II) to a large dataset with real age labels.Fine-tune is performed on the combined dataset.In the last phase of training,we fine-tune our network on LAP to get an apparent age estimation model.
For the test phase,after given the softmax probability of the 101 classes,we find the group with max probability based on glide window which size was 1x5. 4.3Results. Figure 4 presents some good and bad cases of apparent age estimation results by the proposed approach. It can be seen that our approach is robust to variations in pose, lighting, ethnicity, occlusion and color mode. However, our approach does not work very well for face blur, mis-alignment or senior people. 
5.Summary
In this paper, we propose a deep learning approach for robust apparent age estimation. For good performance,we deploy a very large-scale 22-layers deep convolution neural network with large datasets.To reduce the risk of over-fitting,we firstlytrained deep network with part real age images ,and then finetuning is presented on combined dataset with multiple real-age labeled databases ..Finally, the apparent age data from the challenge are used to fine-tune the deep model parameters for apparent age estimation.we have performed apparent age estimation in a coarse to fine manner. Finally, in the ChaLearn LAP challenge 2015 age estimation track, our method has shown promising results and achieved the 3rd place. In the future, we will explore more deep representations to improve the performance further.
